Complaint Form
IUSG Election Commission

Date Complaint Submitted: 4/2

Complaint Submitted By: Macy Brammer

Complaint Submitted Against: Inspire campaign

Date & Time of Violation:
4/1 11:15PM
4/2 9:20PM

Description of Violation:
*cite specific parts of the code that are in violation

R.B. § 3-8-5 Improper Use of Telecommunications:

(1) emails, texts, or calls a student or students for the purpose of campaigning without clearly offering the recipient the option not to receive further communications from that person or ticket
--- I have received two texts from the Inspire Campaign despite that I never signed any of their petitions or gave them my contact information/phone number. In their communication, there is no indication of how to stop them from texting me.

(3) emails, texts, or calls a student for the purpose of campaigning after that student has requested to stop receiving such communications from that candidate or ticket

When I texted and indicated that I did not consent to these communications and that I did not want to receive them (asking how to be removed is pretty clear), I still received an additional text.
Hi Macy, it's Dorynn Mentor! 10 years ago I immigrated from Haiti. Today I'm running to be the first Black woman and immigrant EVER to serve as IU Student Body President.

I'm asking for your vote to reopen campus, cut fees & uplift marginalized voices.

Vote INSPIRE now at vote.inspire.usg.com

Your VP is racist sorry

Today 12:58 AM

I did not give out my number to your campaign so this feels like an invasion of privacy how do I get off of this list

Today 9:20 PM

Hey, Macy! There are only 49 minutes left to vote.

This election is going to be SO close. Turnout is *really* low and less than ten percent of IU students have voted.

Can you please go vote now before it closes tonight? Here's a link again to vote for INSPIRE > bit.ly/voteINSPIRE

NO!! You guys are super problematic and caring is racist